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Do you want to get off the beaten path?UNDERSTANDING UKRAINE is a look inside this former

Soviet's current culture, tourism highlights, and more. Having spent extensive time in Ukraine, the

author dives into understanding the ins and outs of their society and provides intense insight to

those looking to head to Ukraine.With sections dedicating to safety (post-Russia 2013 crisis) transit,

dating, food, and much more--UNDERSTANDING UKRAINE will help fellow travelers decide on

whether or not Ukraine is a good fit for them.Ukraine is an amazing place to visit, and an even better

place to spend for a longer stay.Despite that, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not all butterflies and rainbows. Failure to

educate yourself properly about the culture and safety of the country will make your experience less

fulfilling.But if you do educate yourself, the possibilities for fun and adventure are endless.
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There is a lot of practical information in this travel guide. The knowledge presented isn't just a "go

visit xyz" list, but there are also useful "street smarts" lessons. Things a first-time traveler might not

consider. I.e. how to avoid getting scammed for being foreign. Something I had never considered.

Also, how to address local's English speaking abilities. Another idea I had never considered.Also



there are continual and concise articles of useful information for those unfamiliar with getting

around, where and what to eat, and of course, the best places to visit.The book is geared toward

men and suggests how a western bachelor traveler would engage the opposite sex appropriately

but this information is useful across genders because understanding the romantic aspect really

does give you a feel for the general culture.Great guide. Highly recommend.

Excellent and useful guide by somebody that has actually been there. I have also visited Kyiv as an

expat myself and is an amazing place and like this book, highly recommended

good to learn more about ukriane.

It is great book. One of my best friend is Ukraine so I know this book is no BS. I have already want

to visit my friend's country but no speaking English part of it scares me away. This book give me a

good understanding a blue print to travel in Ukraine by myself .

Essentially a bar conversation in book form about getting around parts of Ukraine and scoring in

fewer than three dates. If that's your main interest, by all means buy it.

It is short and to the point. Very high concentration of facts in small volume.If you are looking for

quick and useful guide to Ukraine, then you should consider buying this book.

It has great, easy to read, handy information on Ukraine and its women. Definitely all things good to

know for someone who wants to explore this country.

"Do you want to get off the beaten path?"There really is no better way to describe this guide.

Ukraine is an interesting country to visit for many reasons. It goes without saying that it's not all

wonderful, given the challenges the country has dealt with historically. But despite this, it has a

unique charm that I've yet to find anywhere else.This guide will get you up to speed on Ukraine,

which is particularly useful if you're planning a trip. Otherwise, it will likely convince you to go for one

yourself. The people, the culture, the touristic hotspots, and last but certainly not least the dating are

great reasons to visit. This book is the definitive go-to guide to ease your learning curve and make

your stay the best it can possibly be.I consider this guide an essential read for those on the fence

about Ukraine. Find out why it's a MUST place to visit, and crucial lessons to keep you safe and



maximize your experience.
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